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Friends Quiz 16

1. After Rachel's two parties, which friend kisses her mother on the lips to distract her from seeing her
ex-husband?

2. What name does Phoebe use on the phone to Mrs Waltham, pretending to be Ross' physician calling
to say he forgot to take his brain medicine?

3. What fake name does Frank Sr. try and give to Phoebe at her grandmother's memorial service?

4. What name does Pheobe assume when pretending to be a businesswoman at the Blackjack table?

5. What are the names of the couple in Phoebe's book that are suspiciously similar to Monica and
Chandler?

6. What are the names of the 'stars' of the birthing video that terrifies Chandler, Monica and Rachel?

7. What baby name does Phoebe suggest as a compromise to appease Chandler and Joey?

8. How do Ross and Susan come up with the name Ben?

9. Whilst discussing names for Ross and Rachel's baby, what does Phoebe suggest if it's a boy?

10. After Ross and Rachel veto all of the other baby name suggestions, what name does Phoebe start to
think sounds really good?

11. What do Monica and Chandler call their twins?

12. What do the friends end up eating for their first Thanksgiving dinner?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Joey
2. Dr. Phalange
3. Joe Hill
4. Regina Phalange
5. Marsha and Chester
6. Candy and Cookie

7. Chanoey
8. It's the nametag on the janitor's uniform that

Phoebe wears
9. Phoebo
10. Veto
11. Erica and Jack
12. Grilled cheese and tomato soup

Sphinx Phoenix 
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